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Abstract
Wind energy is a renewable and sustainable kind of energy that is becom-
ing increasingly important in the last decades. The technologies converting
wind energy into usable forms of electricity are developed as alternatives to
traditional power plants that rely on fossil fuels. The smallest wind tur-
bines are used for applications such as battery charging or auxiliary power
on boats; while large grid-connected wind turbines are designed to generate
commercial electricity.
This thesis focuses on modeling, control and simulation of a 500 KW
prototype wind turbine that is being developed in the context of the MIL-
RES (National Wind Energy Systems) Project in Turkey. Aerodynamic, me-
chanical, and electrical models are built in both Samcef for Wind Turbines
(S4WT) and Matlab/Simulink environments. S4WT enables to choose each
of the turbine components to be used in the composition of prototype wind
turbine model, to design their characteristics and the way in which they are
connected together and to analyze the behavior of the prototype model. The
standard components (tower, bedplate, rotor, rotor shaft, gearbox, genera-
tor and coupling shaft) have been used compatible with the IEC 61400-1 in
S4WT to perform the simulations. The dynamic equations of aerodynamic,
mechanical and electrical models are also modeled in Matlab/Simulink envi-
ronment.
The main control purpose of the wind turbines is to maximize energy
eciency. However, the turbine must also be protected from excessive loads
at dierent wind speeds. To achieve this goal, generated power curve should
be close to the ideal power curve that depicts the optimum energy gathering
from the wind depending on the wind speed. The prototype wind turbine
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is designed to have a nominal power of 500 KW at a nominal wind speed
of around 11 m/s. Ideal power curve has two operating regions: Partial
load operating region and full load operating region. Partial load operating
region has wind speeds lower than the nominal wind speed and full load op-
erating region has wind speeds above the nominal wind speed. The pitch
and torque controllers are used to achieve an actual power curve that is very
close to the ideal one. A pitch function and a standard PI controller with
gain scheduling have been used to control the pitch angle of the blades to
limit the power at the full load operating region in S4WT environment. In
Matlab/Simulink environment, a simple Proportional (P) controller is used
for the pitch controller. The generator torque which consists of an optimal
mode gain method is employed in S4WT environment. A sliding mode con-
troller (SMC) is utilized in Matlab/Simulink environment for controlling the
torque. Torque controllers which are designed in both environments are used
to control the power at both partial and full load operating regions.
Kaimal turbulence model has been used to generate realistic wind proles
in TurbSim that can be integrated with S4WT. The performance analysis of
500 KW wind turbine prototype is done for both the partial load and full
load operating regions under the power production scenario in S4WT envi-
ronment. A similar analysis is also carried out in Matlab/Simulink environ-
ment using the models and controllers developed in this environment. The
prototype turbine is tested under several other scenarios including start up,
emergency stop, shut down and parked in S4WT. Simulation results both in
S4WT and Matlab are quite successful.
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Ozet
Yenilenebilir ve surdurulebilir bir kaynak olan ruzgar enerjisine verilen
onem son birkac on ylda gittikce artmaktadr. Ruzgar enerjisini elektrige
donusturen teknolojiler, fosil yaktlara dayanmakta olan geleneksel elektrik
santrallerine alternatif olarak gelistirilmektedir. Buyuk olcekli ve sebeke
baglantl ruzgar turbinleri, ticari elektrik uretimi icin tasarlanmaktayken,
kucuk olcekli ruzgar turbinleri; batarya sarj etme, teknelerde yedek guc
uretimi saglama gibi uygulamalarda kullanlmaktadr.
Bu tez calsmas, M_ILRES (Milli Ruzgar Enerjisi Sistemleri) projesi kap-
samnda gelistirilen 500 KW nominal guce sahip prototip ruzgar turbininin
modellenmesine, denetimine ve benzetimine odaklanmaktadr. Aerodinamik,
mekanik ve elektriksel alt sistemler S4WT (Samcef for Wind Turbines) ve
Matlab/Simulink ortamnda tasarlanmstr. S4WT; prototip ruzgar turbininin
birlesiminde kullanlan herbir mekanik aksam secmeyi, bu aksamlarn karak-
teristiklerini ve birbirleriyle olan baglantlarn tasarlamay ve prototip mod-
elin analizlerinin yaplmasn saglamaktadr. IEC 61400-1 ile uyumlu stan-
dart aksamlar (kule, sasi, rotor, rotor saft, disli kutusu, generator, generator
saft) S4WT ortamnda kullanlmaktadr. Matlab/Simulink ortamnda ise
aerodinamik, mekanik ve elektriksel modellerin dinamik denklemleri model-
lenmistir.
Ruzgar turbinlerinin ana denetleme amac, ruzgardan maksimum ver-
imle yararlanmaktr. Ancak ruzgar turbini farkl ruzgar hzlarnda asr
yuklenmelerden de korunmaldr. Bu denetleme amacn gerceklestirebilmek
icin uretilen guc egrisi, ideal guc egrisine yaknsamaldr. _Ideal guc egrisi,
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ruzgar hzna bagl olarak ruzgardan elde edilebilecek optimum enerjiyi goster-
mektedir. Prototip turbin, 11 m/s nominal ruzgar hznda 500 KW nomi-
nal guce ulasabilmektedir. _Ideal guc egrisinde, ksmi yuk bolgesi ve tam
yuk bolgesi olmak uzere iki farkl calsma bolgesi mevcuttur. Ksmi yuk
bolgesinde, ruzgar hzlar nominal ruzgar hzndan dusuktur. Tam yuk bolge-
sindeki ruzgar hzlar ise nominal ruzgar hzndan yuksektir. _Ideal guc egrisini
saglamak icin kanat acs ve moment denetleyicileri tasarlanmstr. Tam
yuk bolgesinde, ruzgardan elde edilen gucu nominal degerinde snrlamak
icin kanat acs fonksiyonu ve kazanc cizelgelemeli PI denetleyicisi S4WT
ortamnda birlikte kullanlmstr. Matlab/Simulink ortamnda ise oransal
denetleyici (P), kanat acsn denetlemek icin tasarlanmstr. En uygun kazanc
modu sabiti, S4WT ortamndaki moment denetlemesi icin kullanlmstr.
Kayan kipli denetleyicisinden ise Matlab/Simulink ortamnda moment dene-
timinde yararlanlmstr. Her iki ortamdaki moment denetleyicileri, hem
ksm yuk bolgesinde hem de tam yuk bolgesinde uygulanmstr.
Gercekci ruzgar prolleri olusturmak icin, S4WT ile entegre edilebilen
Turbsim ortamnda tasarlanan Kaimal turbulans modeli kullanlmstr. 500
KW prototip turbinin performans analizleri, guc uretim senaryosunun ksmi
ve tam yuk calsma bolgeleri icin S4WT ortamnda yaplmstr. Benzer
analizler, Matlab/Simulink ortamnda gelistirilen denetleyiciler kullanlarak
gerceklestirilmistir. Prototip turbin, S4WT ortamnda baslatma, acil durum,
kapatma ve park etme gibi farkl senaryolarda kullanlarak test edilmistir.
Her iki ortamda gerceklestirilen benzetim sonuclar oldukca basarldr.
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Energy exists in many dierent forms; light energy, heat energy, mechan-
ical energy, gravitational energy, electrical energy, sound energy, chemical
energy, nuclear or atomic energy and so on. These forms of energy can be
transferred and transformed between one another. Energies are broadly clas-
sied into two main groups: non-renewable and renewable energies as shown
in Table 1.1.
Non-Renewable Energy Renewable Energy
Fossil Fuels Wind Energy






Table 1.1: Energy Classication
Non-renewable energy relies on a non-renewable resource. Non-renewable
sources are limited. They are natural resources which cannot be produced,
grown, generated, or used on a scale which can sustain their consumption
rates. This explains why these sources are called non-renewable. Fossil fu-
els (such as coal, petroleum, and natural gas), nuclear power (uranium) and
certain aquifers are examples. These resources have a harmful eect on the
environment. Burning fossil fuels produces photochemical pollution from
nitrous oxides, and acid rain from sulphur dioxide. Burning fuels also emit
greenhouse gases including vast amounts of carbon dioxide that may be caus-
ing the phenomenon of global warming.
Besides the greenhouse eect of non-renewable sources, they lead to an-
other common concern. Once this type of sources are depleted, there are no
more available for future needs. Non-renewable resources are consumed much
faster than the nature can create them. It is expected that the uranium will
be depleted in 50 years, petroleum in 44 years and natural gas in 64 years.
All types of the non-renewable resources will be totally consumed 185 years
later.
Renewable or alternative energy is any energy that is produced from
sources other than fossil fuel energy. Renewable energy is any source of
energy that doesn't consume the nite resources of the earth. It can be easily
and quickly replenished. Renewable energy sources are natural sources i.e.
sun, wind, rain, tides and can be generated again and again when required.
They are available in plenty and the cleanest sources of energy available on
this planet. For example, energy that is received from the sun can be used to
generate electricity. Similarly, energy from wind, geothermal, biomass from
plants, tides can be used for electricity generation.
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1.1 Motivation
Considerable attention has been paid to the utilization of renewable energy
sources because the non-renewable energy sources are limited and have pol-
lution to the environment. Renewable energies are wind, solar, geothermal,
bioenergy, wave, hydraulic, tidal energies. All types of renewable energies
have important advantages:
 The primary sources of the renewable energy are the sun, wind, bioen-
ergy, geothermal, tidal and ocean energy sources which are available in
the abundant quantity and free to use.
 Renewable sources have low carbon emissions, therefore they are con-
sidered as green and environment friendly.
 Renewable helps in stimulating the economy and creating job opportu-
nities. The money that is used to build these plants can provide jobs
to thousands of people.
 The governments don't have to rely on any third country for the supply
of renewable sources as in the case of non-renewable sources.
 Renewable sources can cost less than consuming the local electrical
supply. In the long run, the price of electricity are expected to soar
because they are based on the price of crude oil. However, using re-
newable sources can cut the electricity bills.
 Various tax incentives in the form of tax waivers, credit deductions are
available for individuals and businesses who want to invest in green
energy area.
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The wind energy is the fastest growing source of electricity production
among all types of renewable energies. When the wind energy is compared to
other renewable energy types, these energies face some important problems.
The biggest problem with the solar energy is that solar panel systems
lead to high cost of entry. Solar panels are relatively new technologies, and
are still quite expensive in comparison to wind power. Another disadvantage
of solar panel systems is the lack of eciency due to the nature of sunlight.
Solar power does not produce energy if the sun is not shining. Nighttime
and cloudy days seriously limit the amount of energy produced [1].
The dams are very expensive to build for hydraulic energy. There needs to
be a sucient, and powerful enough, supply of water in the area to produce
energy.
If the geothermal energy is implemented incorrectly, it can produce pollu-
tants. Geothermal sites are prone to running out of steam. Improper drilling
into the earth, can release hazardous minerals and gases [2].
Biomass has a smaller energy content for its bulk. Therefore, costs of
labor, transportation, and storage are higher. Potential disadvantages of
bioenergy projects include unsustainable impacts on soil and water resources.
The inappropriate selection of species or management strategies, for example,
can lead to land degradation. Water and nutrients, which are in short supply
in many areas, must be used to grow biomass crops [3].
Tidal energy is expensive to construct and the power is often generated
when there is little demand for electricity. There are limited construction
locations for tidal energy. Dams may block outlets to open water. Although
locks can be installed, this is often a slow and expensive process. Large dams
are needed to make the water ow through the generators. Therefore, dams
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aect sh migration and other wildlife; many sh like salmon swim up to
the dams and are killed by the spinning turbines. Fish ladders may be used
to allow passage for the sh, but these are never 100% eective. Dams may
also destroy the habitat of the wildlife living near it. Dams may aect the
tidal level. The change in tidal level may aect navigation, recreation, cause
ooding of the shoreline and aect local marine life [4].
Generated electricity from the wave energy depends on the size of waves.
Sometimes loads of energy are gained, sometimes almost nothing. The wave
energy generator can cause noise pollution. It becomes a nuisance to those
living close to them. Because of their large nature, wave energy genera-
tors may cause problems with commercial shipping and other boats in the
ocean, according to the OSC Alternative Energy Program [5]. Boats do not
able to see the generators. This could cause a potential collision hazard and
pose problems for the safety of both those on board and to the wave en-
ergy generator. A collision could cause a hydraulic spill or leak and become
an environmental hazard. Wave energy needs a suitable site, where waves
are consistently strong. This energy must be able to withstand very rough
weather. It is not a common practice to generate electricity this way so the
equipment is expensive.
Despite these disadvantages of renewable energies, they are widely used
all over the world. In Figure 1.1, the hydraulic energy is the mostly consumed
renewable energy with 58%. Biomass and solar energies follow it. The wind
energy consumption is small when compared to other source of renewable
energy in 2005 [6].
The big picture is dierent ve years later. The biomass energy is the lead-
ing one and the hydraulic energy takes the second place overall the world. For
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Figure 1.1: World Renewable Energy Chart 2005 [6]
example, Australia meets almost total of its required energy from biomass in
2010. The wind energy consumption increases as it is expected in Figure 1.2.
Solar energy consumption is even less than the wind energy due to its ex-
pensive cost and the limited amount of energy production as it was previously
said [7] .
Wind turbines of all sizes have been developed dramatically for a wide va-
riety of reasons, including their economic, environmental and social benets.
Economical, social and environmental advantages are presented in Sections
1.1.1 and 1.1.3 [8].
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Figure 1.2: Australia Renewable Energy Consumption Chart [7]
1.1.1 Economical Advantages
Wind energy can diversify economies of rural communities, by adding a new
source of property value in rural areas. This property value is attractive
for the new industry. All energy systems including the wind are subsidized.
However, wind receives considerably less than other forms of energy.
For the wind energy, the generating station, or wind turbine, is installed
at the source of wind unlike other forms of electrical generation where fuel
is shipped to a processing plant. Wind does not need to be mined or trans-
ported, thus long-term energy costs are not considered.
The cost of wind-generated electricity has fallen from nearly 30 cent per
kWh in the early 1980s to 3-5 cent per kWh today depending on wind speed
and project size. Wind energy projects create new short and long-term jobs.
Related employment ranges from meteorologists and surveyors to structural
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engineers, assembly workers, lawyers, bankers, technicians, and operators.
Wind energy creates 30% more jobs than a coal plant and 66% more than a
nuclear plant per unit of energy generated.
1.1.2 Social Advantages
Wind turbines diversify the energy portfolio and reduce the dependence on
foreign fossil fuel. Wind energy is homegrown electricity, and can help control
spikes in fossil fuel costs.
A new crop rarely emerges from the thin air. Wind turbines can be in-
stalled amid cropland without interfering with people, livestock, or produc-
tion. A signicant contribution to the worldwide energy mix can be made
by small clusters of turbines or even single turbines that are operated by
local landowners and small businesses. Developing local sources of electricity
means less fuel import from other states, regions, and nations.
1.1.3 Environmental Advantages
Wind energy also conserves water resources. For example, producing the
same amount of electricity can take about 600 times more water with nu-
clear power than wind, and about 500 times more water with coal than wind.
Other sources of electricity produce harmful particulate emissions that con-
tribute to global climate change and acid rain. Wind energy production is
pollution free.
Wind farms are spaced over a large geographic area, but their actual
\footprint" covers only a small portion of the land resulting in a minimum
impact on crop production or livestock grazing. Large buildings cannot be
created near the turbine. Thus, wind farms preserve open spaces.
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Despite these economical, environmental and social advantages of wind
turbines, there are misconceptions with turbines. The rst one is that tur-
bines make huge noises. It is known that wind turbines are not silent. How-
ever, as turbine technology has improved over the years, the amount of noise
has fallen considerably. Sounds of wind turbines do not interfere with normal
activities, such as quietly talking to one's neighbor like in Figure 1.3.
Figure 1.3: Sound Chart [9]
Another misconception about wind turbines is the wildlife habitat, es-
pecially birds. According to extensive environmental impact analysis of Er-
ickson, wind turbines are not the dominant factors of the bird mortality in
Figure 1.4.
Wind power can be a cornerstone of the sustainable energy in the future.
It is aordable, provides jobs, substantial and distributed revenue, and treads
lightly on the environment without causing pollution, generating hazardous
wastes, or depleting natural resources. Embracing wind energy today will
lay the foundation for a healthy tomorrow.
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Figure 1.4: Causes of Bird Fatalities [10]
1.2 World Wind Energy Demand and Consumption
According to the half year report of 2011 of World Wind Energy Association
(WWEA); the world market for wind energy saw a sound revival in the
rst half of 2011 and regained momentum after a weak year in 2010. The
worldwide wind capacity reached 215,000 MW by the end of June 2011, out
of which 18,405 MW were added in the rst six months of 2011. This added
capacity is 15% higher than in the rst half of 2010 when only 16,000 MW
were added as shown in Figure 1.5 and Figure 1.6.
Figure 1.5: Total Installed Capacity 2010-2011 [MW] [11]
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Figure 1.6: New Installed Capacity 2010-2011 [MW] [11]
Still the ve leading countries stand for the main share of the world
capacity of wind turbines: China, USA, Germany, Spain and India, together
representing a total share of 74% of the global wind capacity.
Figure 1.7: Total Installed Capacity by end of 2010 and 2011 [MW] [11]
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Figure 1.8: The Capacity 2010-2011 [MW] [11]
In 2011, China continues to dominate the world wind market like the pre-
vious year, adding 8 GW in only 6 months. This is the highest number ever
within the rst half year in Figure 1.8. For the rst 6 months in 2011, China
accounted for 43% of the world market for new wind turbines. However, it
was 50% in the rst half year of 2010.
By June 2011, China had an overall installed capacity of around 52 GW.
The US market added 2,252 MW between January and June 2011, about
90% more than 1,200 MW of the weak period which is between January and
June 2010. However, it is questionable whether the US market can regain
the strength it had in 2009 when a total capacity of almost 10 GW higher
than 25,810 MW installed capacity of China in 2009.
Most of the European markets showed stronger growth in 2011 than in
the previous year. The top markets in Europe continue to be Germany with a
new capacity of 766 MW and reaching a total of 27,981 MW, Spain (484 MW,
21,150 MW in total), Italy (460 MW, 6,200 MW in total), France (400 MW,
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6,060 MW in total), the United Kingdom (504 MW, 5,707 MW in total) and
Portugal (260 MW, 3,960 MW in total). Only France and Denmark showed a
decrease in their new installed capacity compared to the rst half of 2010 and
Denmark even dropped out of the list of the top 10 markets, while Portugal
became the new number 10.
A number of new markets are arising around the world. During the rst
half of 2011, three countries were added to the list of countries that are using
wind energy, increasing the number from 83 to 86: Venezuela, Honduras, and
Ethiopia. Also the Dominican Republic installed its rst major wind farm
and increased its capacity from 0,2 MW to 60,2 MW.
Within Europe, again the emerging markets in Eastern Europe showed
the highest growth from January to June 2011. For example, Romania with
10% growth (59 MW added), Poland with 22% (245 MW added), Croatia
with 28% (20 MW added) and Estonia with 32% (48 MW added).
In the second half of 2011, an additional capacity of 25,500 MW is ex-
pected to be erected worldwide, which would bring new annual installations
to 43,905 MW, compared with 37,642 MW in the year 2010. The total in-
stalled wind capacity is projected to reach 240,500 MW by the end of this
year. This capacity can cover almost 3% of the electricity demand all over
the world [11].
Increasing the usage of renewable energy sources is important in Turkey
and the motivation is concentrated on the wind energy because of its eco-
nomical, social and environmental advantages. YEGM (Turkey's Renewable
Energy General Management) designs Turkey Wind Energy Potential Map
(REPA) in order to dene the characteristics and distribution of the wind
sources in 2006. This map provides the candidate regions which are suit-
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able for electricity production from wind energy. It is understood that the
most proper regions are coastal areas and high hills. The Aegean, the East
Mediterranean and Marmara regions have high potentials for wind energy.
The total potential of Turkey is 47,849 MW by considering wind speeds above
the 7 m/s.
Turkey's total installed wind capacity have increased between years 1998
and 2010 as shown in Figure 1.9. Balkesir, _Istanbul, Canakkale in Marmara
region, _Izmir, Manisa in Aegean region and Hatay in East Mediterranean
region make the highest contributions to this installed wind capacity.
The total installed wind capacity has reached 1405,95 MW with the ad-
dition of the three new stations since May 2011. Turkey's installed wind
capacity has the rank of 7 in the Europe and 17 in the Worldwide [12].
Figure 1.9: The total installed capacity of Turkey between the years 1998
and 2010 [12]
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Figure 1.10: The total installed capacity of Turkey depending on the city
distribution [12]
1.3 Thesis Organization and Contributions
The purpose of this thesis is to model, control and simulate a 500 KW proto-
type wind turbine in the context of MILRES project. The prototype turbine
is designed as a variable speed variable pitch angle wind turbine due to its
advantages in eciency and structure. The modeling, control and simulation
of the prototype turbine is done in both Samcef for Wind Turbine (S4WT)
and Matlab/Simulink. The organization of this thesis is as follows:
In chapter II, some background information on wind turbines is presented.
In chapter III, a horizontal axis wind turbine is modeled in S4WT. This
model consists of aerodynamic, mechanical and electrical subsystems. The
wind that is an input to the aerodynamic subsystem is designed using Turb-
sim. Turbsim is a stochastic, full-eld, turbulent wind simulator that uses a
statistical model to numerically simulate time series of three component wind
speed vectors. Wind turbine subsystems are modeled using standard com-
ponents (tower, bedplate, rotor, rotor shaft, gearbox, generator and coupling
shaft) of S4WT.
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Chapter IV focuses on the design of pitch and torque controllers in S4WT
environment. The pitch controller of the prototype turbine is designed us-
ing dierent control methods: Pitch function curve and PI control with gain
scheduling. While the pitch function curve depends on the angular speed of
rotor, PI controller with gain scheduling uses angular speed of the generator.
Torque controller can also be designed in S4WT using two methods: Gen-
erator torque curve and optimal mode gain. Optimal mode gain method is
utilized for torque control of the prototype turbine in S4WT.
In chapter V, the dynamic equations which belong to the aerodynamic,
mechanical and electrical subsystems of the prototype turbine, are modeled
in Matlab/Simulink environment. Pitch controller of the prototype turbine
is designed using Proportional (P) controller in Matlab/Simulink environ-
ment. The sliding mode controller is utilized as the torque controller of the
prototype turbine.
Chapter VI presents simulation results of the prototype wind turbine.
The performance analysis of prototype turbine is done under the power pro-
duction, start up, emergency stop, shut down and parked scenarios in S4WT.
A similar analysis is also carried out under power production scenario in Mat-
lab/Simulink environment.
Chapter VII concludes the thesis work and indicates possible future di-
rections.
1.4 Notes
This Master Thesis work is carried out in the context of the TUBITAK
(Scientic and Technological Research Council of Turkey) project \National
Wind Energy Systems" under the Grant 110G010.
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Publications:
 Modeling and Simulation of a Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine Using
S4WT, Sanem Evren, Mustafa Unel, Omer K. Adak, Kemalettin Er-
batur, Mahmut F. Aksit, International Conference on Renewable En-
ergy Research and Applications (ICRERA), 2012 (accepted).
 Prototip Bir Ruzgar Turbininin S4WTOrtaminda Modellenmesi, Dene-
timi ve Benzetimi, Sanem Evren, Mustafa Unel, Omer K. Adak, Ke-
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A wind turbine is a device that converts kinetic energy of the wind to the
mechanical energy and then to the electrical energy by the generators. The
basic operating principle of the wind turbine is a reverse of the operating
principle of fans. The wind turbines are classied as horizontal axis wind
turbines and vertical axis wind turbines. These wind turbines are presented
in Figure 2.1. Vertical axis wind turbines have rotor axes that are perpen-
dicular to wind streamlines. Main components of these turbines such as
gearboxes and generators are placed on the foundation. Thus, their main-
tenances are easier. Horizontal axis wind turbines have rotor axes that are
parallel to wind streamlines. They usually have two or three blades.
Figure 2.1: Wind turbine conguration [13]
Horizontal axis wind turbines are electromechanical systems that consist
of aerodynamic subsystems, mechanical subsystems and electrical subsystems
in Figure 2.2. Aerodynamic subsystems include blades and hubs. Drive trains
(low speed shafts, high speed shafts, gearboxes) and brakes form mechanical
subsystems. Some wind turbines do not have gearboxes; so low speed shafts
are directly connected to high speed shafts. Electrical subsystems consist of
generators and power converters. Generators convert mechanical power into
electrical power. Towers carry wind turbines. There are nacelle mechanisms
at the top of the towers. Nacelle includes the gearbox, the drive train, the
generator and the controller. A yaw mechanism is a gear mechanism and it
can turn the wind turbine depending on the wind direction. Thus, mechanical
power extraction from the wind can be increased.
Figure 2.2: The horizontal axis wind turbine [14]
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2.1 Wind Turbine Classication and Ideal Power Curve
Wind turbines have dierent operating principles. They can be designed
to be either constant-variable speed or constant-variable pitch angle wind
turbines. Consequently, wind turbines are classied as follows:
 Constant Speed Constant Pitch Angle Wind Turbines
 Constant Speed Variable Pitch Angle Wind Turbines
 Variable Speed Constant Pitch Angle Wind Turbines
 Variable Speed Variable Pitch Angle Wind Turbines
The wind turbine capacity is related to the maximum power captured
from the wind. The main control purpose of wind turbines is to maximize
energy eciency. However, the wind turbine must also be protected from
excessive loads at dierent wind speeds. To achieve this goal, generated
power should be close to the ideal power curve that depicts the optimum
energy gathering from the wind depending on the wind speed. All the wind
turbines have their own ideal power curves. A typical power curve for the
wind turbine is presented in Figure 2.3. The ideal power curve has two
operating regions depending on the wind speeds:
 Partial load operating region : The operating region with the wind
speeds below the nominal value
 Full load operating region : The operating region with the wind speeds
above the nominal wind speeds
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Figure 2.3: Ideal Power Curve
The wind turbine starts to produce electrical energy at cut-in wind speed.
The goal at the partial load region is to increase power eciency and reach
the nominal (rated) power at the nominal wind speed. to achieve this, torque
control is needed. Above the nominal wind speed, the wind turbine is exposed
to aerodynamic loads and it begins to operate at the full load region. The
mechanical power captured from the wind must be limited to the nominal
power by using pitch controllers. When the wind speed reaches cut-out wind
speed, the wind turbine must be shut down since loads become excessive.
2.2 Control of Wind Turbines
A wind turbine control system consists of pitch and torque controllers [15]-
[16]. A pitch actuator mechanism is used to physically turn blades around
their longitudinal axes [17]-[18]. At low wind speeds, the control system will
use this feature to maximize energy extracted from the wind. At high wind
speeds, the power can easily be limited to its nominal value by adjusting the




 Pitch to feather
Passive stall controlled wind turbines have rotors rmly attached to hubs
at xed angles. In the passive stall control method, the pitch angle is always
constant, no mechanism is required to turn the blades around their axes. The
mechanical power is limited by changing the pitch angle. The pitch angle
can be increased or decreased. If it is increased, the method known as pitch
to feather is implemented. If the pitch angle is decreased, active stall method
is implemented.
Torque control methods of variable speed wind turbines are presented
in [20]. A new adaptive torque controller that is designed by NREL (Na-
tional Renewable Energy Laboratory) to resemble the standard non-adaptive
controller used by the wind industry for variable speed wind turbines below
the nominal power [21].
All wind turbine have dierent control techniques at the partial and full
load operating regions.
Constant speed constant pitch angle wind turbines do not have any torque
control because the generator speed is xed. Pitch angles are stall regulated
(Passive Stall control method). These type of wind turbines cannot generate
the nominal power. Therefore, the eciency of the constant speed constant
pitch angle wind turbine is low.
Constant speed variable pitch angle wind turbines also do not have torque
control; so the eciency below the nominal wind speed is low. On the other
hand, this turbine has high eciency above the nominal wind speed because
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of the pitch control. The pitch control increases the eciency by using Active
Stall or Pitch to Feather control method.
Variable speed constant pitch angle wind turbines have the torque control
at the partial load operating region so their eciencies can be increased below
the nominal wind speed. However, this turbine type has low eciency at the
full load operating region since it becomes stall regulated [22].
In light of above discussions, wind turbines should be designed as variable
speed constant pitch angle wind turbines below the nominal wind speed and
as constant speed variable pitch angle wind turbines above the nominal wind
speed. However, the pitch actuator dynamics change slowly; so the torque
control is needed above the nominal wind speed. As a result, wind turbines
should be variable speed variable pitch angle.
At the partial load operating region, pitch angle of the variable speed
variable pitch angle wind turbine is kept constant at zero degree. The gener-
ator torque is controlled to operate the wind turbine with a maximum power
coecient, Cpmax. An optimal tip speed ratio (the ratio of the rotational
speed of the blade tip to the actual wind speed) is held constant to protect
Cpmax. Therefore, the wind turbine gains maximum power between Vcutin
and Vn wind speeds.
At the full load operating region, the maximum energy is limited to the
nominal value, Pn between Vn and Vcutoff wind speeds using pitch to feather
control method. Thus, the wind turbine is protected from excessive loads.
The torque control is also used due to the slow pitch mechanism.
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2.3 Electrical Machines used in Wind Turbines
In literature, constant speed and variable speed wind turbines dier not only
in their eciencies but also in their structures [23]-[24]. These turbines are
variable pitch wind turbines due to low eciencies of constant pitch wind
turbines. Therefore, wind turbines are divided into three depending on the
structure as shown in Figure 2.4:
 The constant speed variable pitch angle wind turbine with SCIG
 The variable speed variable pitch angle wind turbine with DFIG
 The variable speed variable pitch angle wind turbine with PMIG
The constant speed wind turbine consists of a directly grid coupled squir-
rel cage induction generator (SCIG). The wind turbine rotor is coupled to
the generator through the gearbox. The rotor is designed in such that its
eciency decreases at high wind speeds. Active power control is not used
because there is not any torque control.
Variable speed wind turbines are divided into two; a variable speed wind
turbine with doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) and a variable speed
wind turbine a direct drive synchronous generator (PMSG). The variable
speed wind turbine with DFIG has a stator that is directly coupled to the
grid. However, a rotor of the generator is coupled to the power converters.
The variable speed wind turbine with PMSG has a stator and rotor which
are coupled directly to the grid via power converters; back to back voltage
source converters. The synchronous generator is excited using permanent
magnets. The modeling and control of variable speed wind turbines with
permanent magnet synchronous generators are presented in [25]-[28].
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Figure 2.4: Dierent Wind Turbines [29]
All wind turbines share one important characteristic; the generated power
depends on the wind speed. In literature, there are some important dif-
ferences in the grid connection of constant and variable speed wind tur-
bines [29]-[31]. These dierences come from the fact that although variable
speed wind turbines have power electronics, constant speed wind turbines do
not. The rst dierence is that constant speed wind turbines do not have
energy buers. Therefore, any change in the wind speed is immediately re-
ected in the generated power. However, variable speed wind turbines have
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power electronics which control the generated power based on the actual
value of the electrical speed of the generator rotor.
The second dierence between constant and variable speed wind turbines
is their interaction between grid. A constant speed wind turbine contains a
squirrel cage induction generator of which the stator is directly grid coupled.
Therefore, electrical properties and mechanical properties propagate to stator
terminals and this leads to a harmful eect on the generated power. If a fault
occurs, the generator speeds up because of the unbalance between electrical
and mechanical powers.
Electrical and mechanical properties of variable speed wind turbines are
controlled by power electronics. When a fault occurs, the generated power
will not be badly aected. Wind turbines can be disconnected from the grid.
Depending on the control algorithm, they can be very quickly reconnected
when voltage recovers. During the fault, they accelerate and the rotor speed
is controlled by changing the pitch angle of blades. These advantages make
variable speed wind turbines more preferable than constant speed wind tur-
bines.
Variable speed wind turbines with DFIG have power electronic converters
that use a rating of only about one third of the nominal power of the wind
turbine. However, the gearbox is still necessary so this may decrease the
reliability. The gearbox is not required for variable speed wind turbines with
PMSG. This advantage must be paid for by the disadvantage of a larger
power electronic converter and a more complicated and expensive generator.
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Chapter III
3 Wind Turbine Model Components in S4WT
The wind turbine has aerodynamic subsystem, mechanical subsystem, elec-
trical subsystem, pitch controller and torque controller. The overall block
diagram is presented in Figure 3.1. Wind proles are modeled in Section
3.1. The wind turbine components which are belong to the aerodynamic,
mechanical and electrical subsystems are described in Section 3.2.
Figure 3.1: Wind turbine block diagram
3.1 Wind Prole Models in S4WT
The wind prole which is an input of the system in Figure 3.1, can be modeled
as constant wind speed or turbulent wind speed. There isn't any limitation
on wind data since the external inputs can also imported to the wind model.
3.1.1 Constant wind speed prole
The constant wind blows at a constant rate as shown in Figure 3.2. It has
components in three axial directions. This type of wind varies in space, but,
not in time because of the wind shear coecient. Wind shear is the variation
of the wind speed across a plane perpendicular to the wind direction.
Figure 3.2: The constant wind speed
Mathematical expression for assumed wind speed variation with height
above ground can be derived by the logarithmic form in Equation (1) and
the power law in Equation (2).









where z is the height above ground, V (z) is the wind speed at height z, zr is a
reference height above ground used for tting the prole, z0 is the roughness
length,  is the wind shear (or power law) exponent. Wind shear coecient
is calculated using Equation (2) in S4WT.
3.1.2 Turbulent Wind Generator/TurbSim
S4WT can be integrated with TurbSim using the Turbulent Wind Genera-
tor panel in S4WT. TurbSim is a stochastic, full-eld, turbulent-wind sim-
ulator. It uses a statistical model to numerically simulate time series of
three-component wind-speed vectors at points in a two-dimensional vertical
rectangular grid that is xed in space.
TurbSim can set the spectral model to simulate, determines the mean
wind speeds, and sets the boundary conditions for the spectral models dened
in the IEC standards. The spectral models are: Kaimal, Von karman, The
Ris Smooth-Terrain Model, The NREL National Wind Technology Center
Model, The NREL Great Plains Low-Level Jet Model, The NREL Wind
Farm, Upwind Model, The NREL Wind Farm, Downwind Model (14 Rotor
Diameters), The NREL Wind Farm, Downwind Model (7 Rotor Diameters).
The details about these models are given in [32] except the Kaimal Spectrum
Model.







where f is the cyclic frequency and LK is an integral scale parameter.
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The IEC 61400-1 standard denes the integral scale parameter to be
LK =
8>>><>>>:
8:10u ; K = u
2:70u ; K = v
0:66u ; K = w
(4)
where the turbulence scale parameter, u, is shown in Equation (5). The
relationships between the standard deviations are dened in in Equations (6)-
(7).
u = 0:7min(60m;HubHt) (5)
v = 0:8u (6)
w = 0:5u (7)
The other required parameters related with IEC standards are the wind
speed at the reference height, RefHt, and the mean streamwise wind speed
at the reference height, Uref . RefHt species the height (in meters) of the
corresponding reference wind speed. This parameter enables to specify the
mean wind speed at a height other than the hub height. Uref parameter is
the mean value that is calculated based on the time length of the simulation
of the u-component wind speed.
The wind turbine classication oers a range of robustness clearly dened
in terms of the wind speed and turbulence parameters. Table 3.1 species
the basic parameters, which dene the wind turbine classes. The parameter
values apply at hub height and Vref is the reference wind speed average over
10 min. A designates the category for higher turbulence characteristics, B
designates the category for medium turbulence characteristics, C designates
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the category for lower turbulence characteristics. Iref is the expected value
of the turbulence intensity at 15 m/s.
Table 3.1: Basic parameters for wind turbine classes
Wind Turbine Class I II III
Vref (m/s) 50 42.5 37.5
A Iref 0.16 0.16 0.16
B Iref 0.14 0.14 0.14
C Iref 0.12 0.12 0.12
A wind turbine shall be designed to safely withstand the wind conditions
dened by the selected wind turbine class. The wind regime for load and
safety considerations is divided into the normal and extreme wind conditions.
Normal wind conditions occur frequently during normal operation of a wind
turbine. Extreme wind conditions are dened as having 1-year or 50-year
recurrence periods. S4WT uses normal turbulence models from normal wind
conditions. For the normal turbulence model, the value of the turbulence
standard deviation, 1, given by Equation (8);
1 = Iref (0:75Vhub + b) (8)
where b = 5:6m=s. Values for the turbulence standard deviation 1 and the
turbulence intensity 1
Vhub
are shown in Figures 3.3-3.4. The values for Iref are
given in Table 3.1. The details about extreme wind conditions are presented
in [33].
The wind prole that is designed for prototype turbine is presented in
Table 3.2. This wind prole is used in both S4WT and Matlab/Simulink
environments.
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Figure 3.3: Turbulence standard deviation for the normal turbulence model
(NTM) [33]
Figure 3.4: Turbulence intensity for the normal turbulence model (NTM) [33]
3.2 Wind Turbine Components in S4WT
S4WT is a tool that provides engineers with an easy access to detailed linear
and nonlinear analysis of all relevant wind turbine components. The basic
goal of S4WT is to construct a model of a wind turbine from basic com-
ponents, to connect these together, to assign engineering parameters to the
model and then to analyze the model with these parameter values. The basic
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Table 3.2: The generated wind prole for prototype turbine
Turbulence model Kaimal
Wind speed at the reference height 11 mns for full load operating region
7 mns for full load operating region
Height of the reference speed 63:5 m
IEC turbulence type Normal Turbulence
IEC wind turbine class 1
IEC turbulence class A
wind turbine components are tower, bedplate, blades, gearbox, rotor shaft,
nacelle, generator and generator shaft. Aerodynamic, mechanical and elec-
trical subsystems of the wind turbine can also be modeled in S4WT using
these components as shown in Figure 3.5. Dierent wind turbine models can
be designed in S4WT:
Figure 3.5: Components of the wind turbine [34]
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 Simplied Parametric Model
 Standard Parametric Model
 Sample SField Model
 SField Model
 Super Element Model
 Advanced Bacon Model
Simplied and standard parametric models have predened simple and
standard components. In addition to the components that are available in
the predened families, it is possible to add external components to a model.
These external components must have been previously dened and be avail-
able as a Samcef super element or a model created in Samcef Field (SField).
SField model and super element models are examples of this. Also, S4WT
uses the bacon language. It is possible to create the wind turbine model
with bacon language and this model is called advanced bacon model. Cus-
tom creation is also available for designing wind turbines in S4WT. The
detailed information on all these models can be found in the Samcef docu-
mentation [34].
3.2.1 Tower
The tower component consists of the supporting tower, its foundation and




Bottom of the tower is connected to the foundation and the top of the
tower is connected to the bedplate. The standard tower is composed of
a segmented tower, which is available in two heights; 90 m and 120 m.
Towers with dierent heights can also be designed by changing dimensions of
anged segments. The following data is required for two types of parametric
segmented towers:
 The geometry of the tower segments
 The material properties of the segments
 The geometry of the top ange
 The characteristics of the yaw mechanism
 The elastic properties of the foundation
The tower is composed of a number of segments, which includes the bot-
tom ange as shown in the Figure 3.6. There are no limitations on the
number of segments in S4WT. The top ange is dened separately.
The lowest point is assumed to be ground level, i.e. this lowest segment
does not include the foundations. Data required for top ange is given in
Figure 3.7. All segments of the tower are assumed to be made of the same
material in Table 3.3. Simple clamp method is used for connecting the tower
to its foundation. In this method, the base of the tower is xed rigidly to
the foundation.
The simple tower is composed of a single component, the tower. The
simple tower is represented as a single geometrical entity. Dimensions of the
simple tower are given in Figure 3.8. The material parameters of the simple
tower are the same with the standard tower.
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Figure 3.6: Dimensions of anged segments
Figure 3.7: Dimensions of the top ange
Table 3.3: The tower material




The prototype tower is designed using the standard tower in Figure 3.9.
The height of the prototype tower is 63:5 m and it has three segments.
Segment order goes from top (0) to bottom (2). Segment(0) has a length of
18.7 m, segment(1) and segment(2) are 22.4 m long. The diameters of the
prototype turbine segments are shown in Figures 3.10-3.12.
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Figure 3.8: Dimensions of the tower SE
Figure 3.9: The prototype turbine in S4WT
The prototype tower is made up of steel S235 and the material data is
presented in Figure 3.13. The top ange has an internal diameter of 2.076 m
and a thickness of 0.06 m in Figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.10: The segment(0) geometry of the prototype turbine
Figure 3.11: The segment(1) geometry of the prototype turbine
3.2.2 Bedplate
The bedplate is the structure that provides support for the main rotor bear-
ings, the torque arms in the gearbox housing (yokes) and the generator frame.
The bedplate is connected to the tower, the rotor shaft, the gearbox and the
generator.
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Figure 3.12: The segment(2) geometry of the prototype turbine
Figure 3.13: The material data of the prototype turbine
Figure 3.14: The top ange geometry of the prototype turbine




Standard bedplate is dened using two components; the bedplate and
the yokes supporting the gearbox torque arms in Figure 3.9. Three levels
are dened relative to a chosen reference (0). Dimensions are dened in
a direction perpendicular to the rotor axis (not vertical). The levels are
indicated in Figure 3.15:
 Rotor Axis Level: The axis of the rotor
 Tower Yaw Level: The centre of the top of the tower (yaw mechanism)
 Yokes Level : Level to the axis of the arms in the yokes.
 Generator Support Level : The level of the generator support.
Figure 3.15: Bedplate levels
The simple bedplate is composed of a single component, the bedplate.
The prototype bedplate is designed using the standard bedplate in Fig-
ure 3.16. The prototype turbine has one main bearing.
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The parameters which are related to the levels of the prototype turbine,
are presented in Figures 3.17.
Figure 3.16: The prototype bedplate in S4WT
Figure 3.17: The levels of the prototype bedplate
3.2.3 Gearbox
The following gearbox models are available in S4WT:
 Standard Gearbox
 Simple Gearbox
The standard gearbox is composed of three (planetary and helical) stages.
The following congurations can be designed:
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 two planetary stages and one helical stage
 one planetary stage and two helical stages (two versions A and B are
provided with slightly dierent dimensions)
Depending on the selected combination, the denition of the required
parameters can vary to some extent. Each gearbox model has the housing
stage which is related with the connection point of the casing to the bedplate
yokes. The planetary stages are composed of the xed outer gear wheel, the
planets gears and the sun gear. The planet gears rotating about the sun gear
are shown in Figure 3.18. The helical stage is dened including input and
output gear wheels. The number of teeth on the sun gears, planet gears and
xed wheel gears of both planetary stages and the number of teeth on the
input and output gear wheels dene the gearbox (reduction) ratio.
Figure 3.18: Sun, planets and xed gears in the planetary system
The simple gearbox can be used as a part of a simple model in S4WT.
The simple gearbox has two components; the housing and the gears. The
global signed reduction ratio of the gears component is the value for the
overall reduction performed by the gearbox. This should be a positive value
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if shafts are rotating in the same direction and negative if shafts are rotating
in opposite directions.
The prototype gearbox is designed using the standard gearbox with two
planetary and one helical stages. The prototype gearbox has four compo-
nents; the housing stage, two planetary stages and a helical stage in Fig-
ure 3.19. Both planetary stage 1 and 2 have three planet gears around the
sun gear. Teeth numbers of all stages are presented in Figures 3.20-3.22. The
prototype gearbox has the reduction ratio of 33.5.
Figure 3.19: The prototype gearbox in S4WT
Figure 3.20: The gearbox ratio of the planetary stage 1 of the prototype
gearbox
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Figure 3.21: The gearbox ratio of the planetary stage 2 of the prototype
gearbox
Figure 3.22: The gearbox ratio of the helical stage of the prototype gearbox
3.2.4 Rotor Blades
The rotor component consists of three rotating blades. When dening geo-
metric dimensions of a wind turbine, the geometry of the rotor assembly is
assumed to be dened in the system shown in Figure 3.23. The parameters
of chord and pitch in Figure 3.24 are related to the blades. The chord is
the characteristic length of the section between the leading and the trailing
edges. The pitch is the angle of rotation of the complete blade.
The following rotor blades models are available in S4WT:
 Standard Rotor
 Simple Rotor Blade
Standard rotor consists of the rotor blades. It is assumed that three
identical rotor blades are used. Two standard rotor models are provided;
one with seven predened sections and one with fteen predened sections.
The standard rotor has a single component; the blades.
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Figure 3.23: Coordinate system of the rotor assembly
Figure 3.24: Blade parameters
The blade is divided into a number of sections upon which the aerody-
namic loads are applied. The section with the lowest number is next to the
pitch mechanism and the one with the highest is at the tip.
Each section has the parameters in Table 3.4. Moment, drag and lift
coecients are dened as functions of the angle of attack. It is the angle
between the chord and the relative wind direction. The mechanical properties
of the rotor are dened with blade data and blade material.
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Table 3.4: Aerodynamic parameters of blades
Chord length the (average) length for the line joining the
leading edge to the trailing edge as shown in
Figure 3.25
Twist angle this is the angle about which the chord of the
section is rotated relative to the tip (which is
at 0 degrees) in Figure 3.25
Moment, Drag and Lift coecient functions The orientation of these functions is shown in
Figure 3.26
Figure 3.25: Chord length and angle of twist
Figure 3.26: Aerodynamic orientations
Blade data includes the blade length, rotor conicity and hub diameter.
Blade length is the length of the blade, from the pitch mechanism ange to
the tip. Rotor conicity is the angle that the blades make with the vertical
plane. Young's coecient, Poisson's coecient, density and damping dene
the blade material data.
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The parameters used to dene the simple rotor blade are exactly the same
as the standard one. The simple rotor blade contains only four predened
sections.
The prototype rotor is designed using the standard rotor with 15 sections
in Figure 3.27. Each blade length is 21.5 m and rotor diameter is 45 m. The
blade has 15 sections with the aerodynamic data given in the Figure 3.28.
The mechanical properties and material data are given in Figures 3.29-3.30.
Figure 3.27: The prototype rotor in S4WT
3.2.5 Rotor Shaft
The rotor shaft has components including the hub, main bearings and the
shaft itself. The following rotor shaft models are available in S4WT:
 Standard Parametric Rotor Shaft
 Simple Rotor Shaft
There are two types of standard rotor shafts depending on the number of
main bearings. The rotor shaft can have one or two main bearings.
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Figure 3.28: The aerodynamic properties of the prototype rotor
Figure 3.29: The mechanical properties the prototype rotor
Figure 3.30: The material data of the prototype rotor
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When there are two, they are referred to as the bearing on the rotor side
or the generator side. When there is only one main bearing, this is regarded
as the rotor side bearing. The number of bearings dened for the rotor
shaft must correspond with the number of bearings dened on the bedplate.
Standard rotor shaft with one and two bearings in which all the loads are
carried by the rotor shaft are presented in Figures 3.31 and 3.32. The hub
length and the hub external diameter parameters dene hub dimensions.
Figure 3.31: Rotor shaft with one main bearing
Figure 3.32: Rotor shaft with two main bearings
Hub length is the length in X dimension which corresponds to the axis of
rotation of the shaft as shown in Figure 3.33. Flanges which connect blades
are attached to the hub external diameter.
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Figure 3.33: Dimensions of the hub
The simple rotor shaft provides a simple model of the rotor shaft. It has
two components; the shaft and the hub. Hub dimensions including the hub
length and the hub external diameter are given in Figure 3.34.
Figure 3.34: Simple rotor hub dimensions
The prototype rotor shaft is designed using the standard rotor shaft.
It consists of the shaft and the hub in Figure 3.35. In this design, main
bearing is regarded as the rotor side. The prototype rotor shaft has the hub
parameters in Figures 3.36-3.37.
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Figure 3.35: Simple rotor hub dimensions
Figure 3.36: The hub properties of the prototype rotor shaft
Figure 3.37: The hub dimensions of the prototype rotor shaft
3.2.6 Coupling Shaft
The following coupling shaft models are provided in S4WT:
 Standard Coupling Shaft
 Simple Coupling Shaft
The standard high speed coupling shaft extends from the gearbox to the
generator. It consists of the brake, and the shaft itself in Figure 3.38.
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Figure 3.38: Components associated with the high speed coupling shaft
The simple coupling shaft forms part of the simple model family. The
prototype high speed coupling shaft is designed using the standard coupling
shaft. The prototype coupling shaft consists of a single component; coupling
shaft in Figure 3.39. Parameters which are related with brake properties of
the prototype high speed coupling shaft are shown Figure 3.40.
Figure 3.39: The prototype high speed coupling shaft in S4WT
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Figure 3.40: The brake properties of the prototype high speed coupling shaft
3.2.7 Generator
The following generator models are available in S4WT:
 Standard Generator
 Simple Generator
The standard generator has only a single component; the generator. Ro-
tor, stator, bearings and generator support bushings are the main compo-
nents of the generator as shown in Figure 3.41.
Figure 3.41: Components of the generator
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Electrical power losses can also be simulated in S4WT. The mechanical
power is reduced by the generator eciency. The power loss is described using
Equation (9). The simple generator is composed of a single component; the
generator. The power losses are modeled similar to the standard generator.
Pelec = Z(Pelec   L0) (9)
The prototype generator is designed using the standard generator in Fig-
ure 3.39. The prototype generator has an eciency of 90% in Figure 3.42.
Figure 3.42: The eciency of the prototype generator
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Chapter IV
4 Wind Turbine Control in S4WT
S4WT Samtech Controller is designed for variable speed and variable pitch
angle wind turbine. S4WT Samtech control system is composed of two con-
trollers:
 The pitch angle controller
 The torque controller
During power production conditions, the principal tasks of the S4WT
SAMTECH Controller are:
 below nominal wind speed conditions: achieving the optimal tip speed
ratio (TSR) in the stationary regime (constant TSR control)
 above nominal wind speed conditions: achieving the nomianal speed
(constant speed control)
The pitch angle is prescribed either according to a look-up table (the
pitch function) or according to a scheduled PI control law. The generator
torque control is based either on a lookup table, which will be called generator
torque curve. The another method is an optimal mode gain mode, which will
be set between a maximum and a minimum generator torque.
Figure 4.1 shows the basic scheme of the S4WT Samtech controller. In-
puts of the control system are the measured and the nominal generator speed.
Outputs of the control system are the pitch angle and the demanded genera-
tor torque. While torque control regulates the generator speed, pitch control
regulates the aerodynamic torque.
Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of the control algorithm [34]
4.1 Pitch Control




The pitch function is the curve dened through the specication of the
interpolation points. This curve controls the pitch angle depending on the
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turbine rotor speed. The unit of the abscissa inputs of the typical pitch
function curve is [rad/s] and its unit of the ordinate inputs is [rad].
S4WT Samtech controller enables another control method to control the
pitch angle. This method is the PID controller. However, PID controller
uses an input of the generator speed, not the turbine rotor speed. The error
variable for the PID feedback controller is given by
e = max(!g   !nom; 0) (1)
where !g is the (ltered) measured generator speed and !nom is the nominal
generator speed. The nominal generator speed is not explicitly dened inside
the list of control parameters; it is calculated as the product of the nominal
turbine rotor speed and the gearbox ratio.
There is a PID starting time parameter which is a threshold time for
distinguishing how to control the pitch angle. Before reaching this time, the
pitch function is used, and after that the PID algorithm is activated.
Proportional, integral and derivative gains of PID controller are given
as inputs to the model. The constant proportional gain, KP is the weight-
ing factor of the PID controller considering the current control error. The
constant integral gain, KI is the weighting factor of the PID controller con-
sidering the accumulated control error. The constant derivative gain, KD is
the weighting factor of the PID controller considering the rate of change of
the control error.
S4WT Samtech controller also provides gain scheduling. It means that
the already dened PID values KP , KI ,KD can change when they are multi-
plied by a weight function which depends on the instantaneous blade pitch.
The argument of the weight function is the instantaneous pitch angle and
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its output is the corresponding gain factor. The weight function is dened
through the specication of the interpolation points.
The pitch behavior of the wind turbine can be adjusted by means of
characteristic actuator limits. These impose restrictions that aect both
the allowed pitch speed and the pitch acceleration values. The eective
parameters are:
 Pitch Speed Limit : Limits value of the achievable pitch speed
 Pitch Acceleration Limit : Limits value of the achievable pitch accel-
eration
 Pitch Speed Reduction Threshold : The speed limit for the pitch ac-
tuator is decreased when the dierence between the demanded pitch
angle and the measured pitch angle is lower than this threshold.
The pitch control of the prototype turbine is designed such that both the
pitch function and the PI controller with gain scheduling are used together.
The pitch control parameters are presented in Figure 4.2. The derivative
gain, KD, is designed as zero. During the rst four seconds, pitch function
is used and the PI controller with gain scheduling is activated afterwards.
4.2 Generator Torque Control
The dynamical behavior of the generator is represented in terms of one di-
mensional, linear time invariant (LTI) system with bounded output.
The generator torque control is achieved by two methods; the optimal
mode gain method and look up table method. The optimal mode gain,
Koptimal is a constant parameter, needed to dene the demanded generator
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Figure 4.2: The pitch control of the prototype turbine
torque Tdemand. If Koptimal is designed appropriately, it ensures that the wind
turbine achieves the condition of optimum tip speed ratio (TSR). When the




where !g is the measured generator speed. In this method, the parameters of
maximum and minimum generator torques are used to limit the upper and
lower of the torque the generator can provide.
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As an alternative to the optimal mode gain method, the generator torque
curve can be used to dene the demanded generator torque. This curve
denes the required generator torque Tdemand depending on the generator
instant speed. The generator torque curve is dened through the specica-
tion of interpolation points. The unit of the abscissa inputs of the typical
generator torque curve is [rad/s] and its unit of the ordinate inputs is [N.m].
The prototype turbine has torque controller that is designed with the
optimal mode gain method in Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3: Optimal mode gain used for the prototype turbine
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Chapter V
5 Modeling and Control in Matlab/Simulink
Environment
Wind turbine model which is designed in Matlab/Simulink environment is
composed of aerodynamic subsystem, mechanical subsystem, electrical sub-
system, voltage controller, pitch controller and the torque controller.
5.1 Aerodynamic Subsystem







In Equation (1), Cp denotes the power coecient, R rotor radius, V the wind
speed, ' air density,  pitch angle and  tip speed ratio. The prototype
turbine has rotor radius of 22:5 m. The power coecient, Cp is a function of
 and . Equations (2)-(3) present the model of power coecient [35]-[36].
Cp(; ) = c1(
c2
i
  c3   c4)e 
c5









The coecients c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6 are assumed as 0:5176, 116, 0:4, 5, 21,
0:0068. The power coecient curve that is calculated using Equations (2)-
(3), is presented in Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1: The power coecient curve
The density of dry air can be calculated using the ideal gas law, expressed





In Equation (4),  is absolute pressure and Pspecific is the specic gas
constant of dry air and T is absolute temperature. The specic gas constant
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for dry air is 287.058 J
kgK
. At 20 deg and 101.325 kPa, dry air has a density
of 1.2041 kg
m3
. In this thesis, dry air density is calculated as 1.225 kg
m3
at 15
deg and 101.325 kPa [37].
Aerodynamic equations of the wind turbine are computed as shown in [38]-
[40]. Tip speed ratio,  describes ratio of the relative speed at the blade tip





where !r is the angular speed of turbine rotor. The aerodynamic torque of
















If Equation (8) is submitted into Equation (7), then aerodynamic torque is






In Equation (7), Cq is the torque coecient which is the division of power















In literature, there are two mechanical models for wind turbines [41]-[42].
Figure 5.2 gives two mass model of wind turbine. The aerodynamic or me-
chanical torque extracted from the wind is transmitted into the generator
side through a coupling mechanism. The coupling mechanism consists of a
low speed shaft on the rotor side, a gearbox and a high speed shaft on the
generator side. The speed at the rotor shaft is generally low due to large
inertia. Thus, this shaft is called low speed shaft. However, huge mechanical
torque is applied on it. This torque is reduced and speed at the generator
shaft is increased by using the gearbox so generator shaft is called as high
speed shaft.
Driving by the aerodynamic torque Ta, the wind turbine rotor runs at
the speed wr. The low speed shaft torque Tls acts as a braking torque on the
rotor. The generator is driven by the high speed shaft torque Ths and braked
by the generator electromagnetic torque Tem. The rotor speed is increased by
the gearbox ratio ng to obtain the generator speed wg. Rotor and generator
dynamics are dened as:
Jr _wr = Ta  Brwr  Krr   Tls (12)
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Jg _wg = Ths  Bgwg  Kgg   Tem (13)
Figure 5.2: Two Mass Dynamic Model of Wind Turbine [42]
In Equation (12), Br and Kr are external damping and stiness of the
turbine rotor. In Equation (13), Bg andKg are external damping and stiness









Jt _wr = Ta  Ktwr  Btr   Tg (15)
where
Jt = Jr + Jgng
2 (16)
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Kt = Kr +Kgng
2 (17)
Bt = Br +Bgng
2 (18)
Tg = Temng (19)
Tg is the generator torque at the rotor side through the gearbox. The ex-
ternal stiness and damping values, Bt and Kt are very low so they may
be neglected. Therefore, the wind turbine dynamic model become one mass
model in Figure 5.3 and the turbine dynamics brought back to the low speed
side is simplied as:
Jt _wr = Ta   Tg (20)
Figure 5.3: One Mass Dynamic Model of Wind Turbine [42]
The mechanical model of the prototype turbine is designed as one mass
model and the parameters are presented in Table 5.1.
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In Figure 5.4, the rotor controlled doubly fed induction generator is shown.
In this topology, stator of the generator is directly coupled to the electrical
grid. Rotor current components control the active and reactive power. When
the generator speed is above the synchronous speed, the wind turbine feeds
power to the grid through the generator rotor. When generator speed is
below the synchronous speed, the wind turbine is fed by the grid through
the generator rotor. The stator of the generator always feeds the grid through
the stator windings. Therefore, doubly fed induction machines always work
in generator mode both at the above and below synchronous speed.
Figure 5.4: Rotor controlled DFIG
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Dynamic equations of the DFIG model are derived in [43]-[55] using a
stationary frame. Doubly fed induction generator in d-q frame is shown in
Figure 5.5.
Figure 5.5: The d-q Axis of DFIG
The derivatives of stator magnetic ux equations:
d qs
dt
= vqs  Rsiqs   !s ds (21)
d ds
dt
= vds  Rsids + !s qs (22)
The derivatives of rotor magnetic ux equations:
d qr
dt
= vqr  Rriqr   s!s dr (23)
d dr
dt
= vdr  Rridr + s!s qr (24)
Stator ux equations:
 qs = (Ls + Lm)iqs + Lmiqr (25)
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 ds = (Ls + Lm)ids + Lmidr (26)
Rotor ux equations:
 qr = (Lr + Lm)iqr + Lmiqs (27)






iqs = k1( _ qsLr   _ qrLm) (30)
ids = k1( _ dsLr   _ drLm) (31)
Rotor current equations:
idr = k1( _ drLs   _ dsLm) (32)
iqr = k1( _ qrLs   _ qsLm) (33)
Power and Torque Equations:








(vqsids + vdsiqs) (36)
The voltage controller of DFIG model is presented in Figure 5.6. Inputs
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of the voltage controller are measured active-reactive powers and reference
active-reactive powers. The reference active power is the output of torque
controller. The reference reactive power is desired to be zero. Errors in
active and reactive powers are regulated by PI controllers. Outputs of PI
controllers are reference currents in d-q frames, idr, iqr. These reference
values are compared with measured values and resulting errors are regulated
by PI controllers. Outputs of these controllers are voltages in d-q frames,
vdr, vqr that are given as inputs to DFIG.
Figure 5.6: DFIG controller in Matlab/Simulink
The prototype turbine has electrical parameters in Table 5.2.
5.4 Torque Control
Simple linear controllers cannot provide good performance due to nonlinear-
ities and uncertainties in the system. Robust controllers are needed. Torque
controller is used at the partial load operating region. The goal of the torque
controller is to increase energy eciency and reach nominal power at the
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nominal wind speed. The power coecient is the function of pitch angle and
tip speed ratio in Figure 5.1. Then, the maximum power coecient depends
on the optimal pitch angle and tip speed ratio in Equation (37).
Cpmax = Cp(opt; opt) (37)





The aerodynamic torque is derived in Equation (9). Thus, an optimum
aerodynamic torque which is the multiplication of optimal gain parameter








At the partial load region, Kopt value is hold constant to achieve the maxi-
mum power from the wind. It is dicult to keep Kopt in the desired value
due to the variable blade aerodynamic prole of the turbine. A sliding mode
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controller is used to handle nonlinearities and compensate for uncertainties.
Sliding mode control uses the Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) al-
gorithm. This control technique is implemented using [19]. The reference
power is computed by multiplying optimum aerodynamic moment with an-
gular speed of the turbine rotor as shown in Equation (41).
Pref = Topt!r (41)
Sliding mode controller destroys the error between the generated power at the
low speed side, Pg and the reference power. The maximum power tracking
error and its derivative are presented in Equations (42)-(43).
"p = Pref   Pg (42)
_"p = _Pref   Tg _!r   _Tg!r (43)
The derivative of the generator torque is designed as in Equation (44) in




; _B = j"pj; & > 0 (44)
The generator torque at the low speed side is computed by taking integral
of Equation (44). When this torque is divided by gearbox ratio, reference
electromagnetic torque is derived. Then, this value is multiplied by generator
angular speed and reference active power for voltage controller is calculated.
The proof of the designed moment controller is done. If Equation (44) is
submitted into Equation (43):
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_"p = _Pref   Tg _!r   (B + &)sgn("p) (45)
d = _Pref   Tg _!r; jdj < B1 (46)
where d is the medium variable and always smaller than B1 that is a positive
value.
_"p =  (B + &)sgn("p + d) (47)
In order to test whether the error is decreased to zero or not, the Lyapunov





2 + (B  B1)2) (48)
According to the Lyapunov stability rule; if the derivative of the Lyapunov
candidate function is zero or negative, then the system is stable. The deriva-
tive of Lyapunov candidate function is calculated in Equation (49).
_V = "p _"p + (B  B1)j"pj (49)
_V = "p( (B + &)sgn("p) + d) + (B  B1)j"pj (50)
_V   &j"pj (51)
It is understood that the derivative of Lyapunov candidate function is zero
or negative. According to La Salle theory, maximum power tracking error is
decreased to zero. The sgn function is chosen as in Equation (52) to reduce





where a1 is a positive value and chosen depending on the error size. The
prototype turbine has torque controller parameters in Table 5.3.





Pitch controller is used at the full load operating region in order to protect
the turbine from excessive loads at high wind speeds. The goal of the pitch
controller is to limit generated power at the nominal value. If the pitch angle
changes, then power coecient changes as shown in Figure 5.1. The power
is maximized or limited depending on the increment and decrement of power
coecient. The pitch controller uses the rotor angular speed as an input and
the error is given in Equation (53).
"! = !nom   !r (53)
Pitch controller is designed using proportional (P) controller in Equation (54).
The desired pitch angle is the summation of measured pitch angle and the
pitch angle change in Equation (55).
 = Kp"! (54)
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d =  + (55)
The pitch angle of the wind turbine is changed using the pitch actuator mech-







where  is the time constant and d is the desired pitch angle. The pitch angle
is increased by pitch controller using pitch to feather method for prototype
turbine. The prototype turbine has pitch controller parameters in Table 5.4.






First simulations are done using simple wind turbine components under
power production scenario for a 2 MW turbine:
 Partial load operating region results using constant speed wind in X
direction under power production scenario
 Full load operating region results using constant speed wind in X di-
rection under power production scenario
Power production scenarios provide performing transient analysis at both
partial and full load operating regions. This is the simplest scenario for
the wind turbines. Much more complicated simulations can be done using
standard components under dierent scenarios (start-up, emergency stop,
shut down, parked) in S4WT.
Power generation is not possible at the start up scenarios because the
eciency at the start up wind speed is very low. The wind turbine begins to
transmit voltage to the generator when wind speed reaches the cut-in wind
speed, not the start up wind speed. Therefore, these speeds should not be
confused each other.
Shut down scenarios have manual control and generator operation is fully
stopped. Turbine blades will not turn anymore.
Shut down scenarios are performed when the wind speeds exceeds the
cut-o wind speed so that turbine will be protected from excessive loads.
Turbine can be shut down electrically or mechanically. In this scenario,
turbine is shut down by a mechanical brake disk.
In emergency stop scenarios, the grid connection is lost. Grid loss occurs
due to the technical faults at the transmission cable and the environmental
facts such as stroke of lightning. Whenever the grid loss occurs, the wind
turbine operation will be stopped.
In parked scenarios, blades are locked in a special parked angle when-
ever the generated power starts to exceed the demanded power. Thus, the
generated power to the grid will not be higher than the desired value.
Simple components are replaced by standard models and prototype tur-
bine parameters are assigned to S4WT standard components. Then, proto-
type turbine simulations are done using dierent wind models under power
production, start-up, emergency stop, shut down and parked scenarios. The
faults which are related to grid and pitch mechanism can also be analyzed in
S4WT. The summary of 500 KW prototype wind turbine simulations are:
 Power production scenario
{ Partial load operating region results using constant speed wind in
X, Y and Z directions
{ Full load operating region results using constant speed wind in X,
Y and Z directions
{ Simulation using the wind speed of Terkos lake (prototype turbine
constructed area)
{ Simulation of a grid loss using Kaimal wind speed model
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{ Simulation of a pitch stuck using Kaimal wind speed model
 Power production scenario results using Kaimal wind speed model
 Start up scenario results using Kaimal wind speed model
 Shut down scenario results using Kaimal wind speed model
 Emergency scenario results using Kaimal wind speed model
 Parked scenario results using Kaimal wind speed model
The performance analysis of the prototype wind turbine is also done in
Matlab/Simulink environment. The prototype turbine is tested at both par-
tial load operating region and full load operating region.
6.1 The results of 2 MW wind turbine transient anal-
ysis in S4WT environment
S4WT has default parameters of 2 MW wind turbine. These parameters are
assigned to simple components. Then, simulations are done at both full load
and partial load operating regions under power production scenario. The
goal of these simulations is to gure out steps of designing and analyzing a 2
MW wind turbine by implementing S4WT theory. The input wind speed is
5 m/s at the partial load simulation and 11 m/s at the full load simulation in
Figure 6.1. At the partial load operating region, mechanical power is around
2 GW in Figure 6.2 since each blade length is 41 m and this provides huge
mechanical power extraction from the wind.
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However, the generated electrical power is around 1.8 MW. At the full
load operating region, mechanical power is also huge with 2.2 GW, but, the
generated electrical power reaches the nominal power of 2 MW.
Figure 6.1: Absolute values of constant wind speeds
Figure 6.2: Resulting mechanical and electrical powers under power produc-
tion scenario
The generated torque reaches the maximum of 14,000 N.m, but it drops
down to 10,000 N.m when the mechanical and generated powers reach their
steady state values at the full load operating region in Figure 6.3.
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Similarly, generated torque at the partial load operating region increases
to maximum torque, but it drops smaller values compared with generated
torque at the full load operating region.
Figure 6.3: Resulting torque and pitch angle under power production scenario
Figure 6.4: Resulting rotor and generator angular speeds under power pro-
duction scenario
Pitch angles are increased twice by the pitch controller in the rst 10
seconds of the simulations at both operating regions. The rst increment is
because of the pitch function.
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The speed of rotor shaft depends on the mechanical power extraction.
Angular speeds of rotor shaft are close to nominal values in Figure 6.4 at
both operating regions. Then, pitch angles are increased again by PI con-
troller with gain scheduling in order to prevent the huge mechanical power
extraction from the wind. Otherwise, excessive loads damage the turbine
and its shaft.
6.2 The results of the prototype turbine transient anal-
ysis in S4WT environment
Power production scenario is implemented at both full load and partial load
operating regions. The wind input is generated as constant wind speeds
in three directions of X, Y and Z. The wind speed is taken as 7 m/s in X
direction, 3 m/s in Y direction, 2 m/s in Z direction at the partial load
operating region.
The wind speed is taken as 11 m/s in X direction, 3 m/s in Y direction,
2 m/s in Z direction at the full load operating region. These wind speeds are
presented in Figure 6.5.
Figure 6.5: Constant wind speeds in X, Y and Z directions
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The calculated absolute wind speeds are around 7 m/s at the partial load
operating region and 11 m/s at the full load operating region in Figure 6.6.
Figure 6.6: Absolute values of constant wind speeds
The mechanical power is around 600 KW and the generated electrical
power is 500 KW at the full load operating region. The mechanical and
generated electrical powers at the partial load operating region are small
compared to the powers at the full load operating regions since the input
wind speed does not reach to the nominal value. These powers are presented
in Figure 6.7.
Figure 6.7: Resulting mechanical and electrical powers using constant wind
speed
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The maximum torque of the generator is produced at the full load op-
erating region in Figure 6.8. The generated torque is below the maximum
value at the partial load operating region. The pitch angles increase due to
the pitch function at both operating regions. As it is expected, rotor and
generator angular speeds reach their nominal values at full load operating
regions and they do not at the partial load operating region in Figure 6.9.
Figure 6.8: Resulting torque and pitch angle using constant wind speed
Figure 6.9: Resulting rotor and generator angular speeds using constant wind
speed
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The measured wind prole is also required for prototype wind turbine
analysis. The wind speed of Terkos lake is used as an input to the model.
The wind speed data of Terkos lake in Figure 6.10 is externally imported to
S4WT.
Figure 6.10: Terkos Lake absolute wind speed
The mechanical power which is gained from the wind in Figure 6.11, is
around 60 KW because average of the wind speed is below the nominal wind
speed, 11 m/s. Then, generated electrical power in Figure 6.12 is around 50
KW.
Figure 6.11: Resulting mechanical power using Terkos lake wind speed
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Figure 6.12: Resulting electrical power using Terkos lake wind speed
The generated torque is so small compared to the maximum torque of
5851 N.m in Figure 6.13. The pitch angle increases to 0.5o due to the pitch
function. Then, the pitch angle decreases to zero because the goal is to
reach the nominal power and the blades are positioned at zero degree for the
maximum eciency. Rotor and generator angular speeds reach 15 rpm and
500 rpm in Figure 6.15 which are smaller than the nominal values. Nominal
values of rotor and generator angular speeds are 26.8 rpm and 900 rpm.
Figure 6.13: Resulting torque using Terkos lake wind speed
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Figure 6.14: Resulting pitch angle using Terkos lake wind speed
Figure 6.15: Resulting rotor and generator angular speeds using Terkos lake
wind speed
Kaimal wind speed model is generated using the data in Table 3.2. The
absolute wind speed of 11 m/s, is presented in Figure 6.16. In this simulation,
grid connection is lost at the 30.seconds. Then, mechanical and generated
electrical power drop to zero immediately in Figures 6.17- 6.18. When grid
connection is improved at the 33.seconds, peak occurs in the mechanical
power since the rotor shaft turns during the grid loss in Figure 6.21.
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However, this peak eect is not seen in the generated electrical power
because the torque controller is active.
Figure 6.16: Absolute wind speed generated for grid loss connection fault
Figure 6.17: Resulting mechanical power at the grid loss connection fault
Torque controller does not let that generated torque in Figure 6.19 exceeds
the maximum torque of 5851 N.m. When the wind speed decreases to smaller
values at the 40-50.seconds, mechanical power and so generated electrical
power drop down from nominal values.
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Figure 6.18: Resulting electrical power at the grid loss connection fault
Pitch controller keeps pitch angle at the zero degree to increase the max-
imum eciency. However, mechanical power and generated electrical power
do not reach the nominal values. Resulting torque reduces to 4000 N.m due
to low wind speeds. The rotor and generator angular speeds also decrease
from their nominal values.
Figure 6.19: Resulting torque at the grid loss connection fault
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Figure 6.20: Resulting pitch angle at the grid loss connection fault
Figure 6.21: Resulting rotor and generator angular speeds at the grid loss
connection fault
The fault of a pitch stuck can also be simulated in S4WT. This fault can
be implemented to each of the blades. The wind speed model of grid loss
simulation is also used for pitch stuck simulation. The absolute wind speed
is presented in Figure 6.22. In Figures 6.23-6.24, the mechanical power is
around 500 KW and the generated electrical power is 450 KW. The generated
torque is around 5500 N.m in Figure 6.25.
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It is understood that turbine does not have the nominal values although
the input wind speed is around 11 m/s because the pitch angle of blade 1 to
be stuck in 3o and similarly, the pitch angle of blade 3 is to 8o in Figure 6.26.
The prototype turbine does not gain enough aerodynamic power from the
wind and generated electrical power is not 500 KW.
Figure 6.22: Absolute wind speed generated for pitch stuck connection fault
Figure 6.23: Resulting mechanical power at the pitch stuck connection fault
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Figure 6.24: Resulting electrical power at the pitch stuck connection fault
Figure 6.25: Resulting torque at the pitch stuck connection fault
Similarly, rotor and generator angular speeds are not exactly at the nom-
inal values, but they are close; the rotor speed reaches 25 rpm and the gen-
erator speed reaches to 860 rpm in Figure 6.27. Input Kaimal wind speed
decreases to smaller values at the 40-50 seconds so resulting powers, torque
and angular speeds also reduce at that time.
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Figure 6.26: Resulting pitch angles at the pitch stuck connection fault
Figure 6.27: Resulting rotor and generator angular speeds at the pitch stuck
connection fault
Both partial and full load scenarios are simulated. The wind speed is 7
m/s at the partial load operating region and the wind speed is 11 m/s at full
load operating region in Figure 6.28. Then, generated power is around 150
KW as it is expected at the partial load operating region since input wind
speed is not close to the nominal wind speed. However, generated power is
around the nominal value of 500 KW at full load operating region due to
increment in the wind speed to nominal value in Figure 6.29.
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Figure 6.28: Absolute values of Kaimal model wind speeds under power
production scenario
Figure 6.29: Resulting mechanical and electrical powers under power pro-
duction scenario
As it is understood from Figure 6.30, pitch angle increases when the rotor
speed exceeds nominal value so the generated power is limited. After 30
seconds, the wind speed decreases to 9 m/s at the full load operating region
and 6 m/s at the partial load operating region. Low wind speeds prevent
limitation of generated electrical power at the full load operating region and
prototype turbine does not gain 600 KW mechanical power anymore.
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At the partial load operating region, increase in the power production
with maximum eciency stops and prototype turbine generates electrical
power which is smaller than beginning. As it is expected, resulting torque,
rotor and generator angular speeds decrease at both operating regions.
Figure 6.30: Resulting torque and pitch angle under power production sce-
nario
Figure 6.31: Resulting rotor and generator angular speeds under power pro-
duction scenario
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In start-up scenario, the wind speed is given as 1 m/s which is smaller
than cut-in wind speed in Figure 6.32. Start-up scenario starts at 15 seconds
and its duration is 25 seconds.
Figure 6.32: Absolute values of Kaimal model wind speeds under start up
scenario
Figure 6.33: Resulting mechanical and electrical powers under start up sce-
nario
The prototype turbine must not generate electrical power at the 15.sec-
onds since the input wind speed is below of cut-in wind speed, 3 m/s.
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It must be provided that the pitch angle is limited to 90o until the begin-
ning time of start-up scenario so the mechanical power extraction from the
wind is prevented.
Figure 6.34: Resulting torque under start up scenario
Figure 6.35: Resulting pitch angle and pitch speed under start up scenario
The generated power is zero at the beginning of the scenario by limiting
the pitch angle to 90o in Figure 6.33. The pitch speed limit is around 1 rpm
during the increment of the pitch angle to 90o and it decreases to -1 rpm
during the pitch angle decrement to 0o.
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Resulting torque, rotor and generator angular speeds have small values
in Figure 6.34 and Figure 6.36.
Figure 6.36: Resulting rotor and generator angular speeds under start up
scenario
In normal shut down scenario, input wind speed exceeds the cut-o wind
speed, 23 m/s in Figure 6.37. Then, turbine operation must be stopped to
protect it from excessive loads since mechanical power is around 3 MW in
Figure 6.38 due to high wind speeds.
Figure 6.37: Absolute values of Kaimal model wind speeds under shut down
scenario
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Figure 6.38: Resulting mechanical and electrical powers under shut down
scenario
To achieve this, the pitch angle is limited to 90o and the prototype turbine
will not gain mechanical power anymore. In Figure 6.39, torque controller
helps pitch controller between the 10-15.seconds of the simulation. However,
it becomes ineective after the 15.seconds and the generated torque exceeds
the maximum torque.
Figure 6.39: Resulting torque under shut down scenario
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Figure 6.40: Resulting pitch angle and pitch speed under shut down scenario
It is reminded that the main usage area of the torque controller is the
partial load operating region and it is only the auxiliary controller for the
full load operating region. The pitch controller is the main controller in this
simulation. The rotor and generator shafts stop turning when the blades are
limited to 90o in Figure 6.41. The generated electrical power decreases to
zero value.
Figure 6.41: Resulting rotor and generator angular speeds under shut down
scenario
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In emergency scenario, grid loss connection is simulated. However, this
is dierent from the previous grid loss connection simulation. The prototype
turbine has three seconds connection loss in the previous simulation. In
emergency scenario, problem is huge since grid is disconnected due to the
light striking or technical faults at the transmission cable. The connection
loss takes much more time of 25 seconds.
Figure 6.42: Absolute values of Kaimal model wind speeds under emergency
scenario
Figure 6.43: Resulting mechanical and electrical powers under emergency
scenario
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The given wind speed is as in Figure 6.42. This wind speed is above the
nominal wind speed, 11 m/s. Grid loss occurs at the 15 seconds. Then,
the peak occurs at that time in the mechanical power. However, generated
power drops to zero because generator is immediately disconnected with the
turbine in Figure 6.43.
Figure 6.44: Resulting torque under emergency scenario
Figure 6.45: Resulting pitch angle and pitch speed under emergency scenario
At that time, the pitch angle is increased to target value of 90o to decrease
rotor shaft speed to zero. Therefore, mechanical power is not gained anymore.
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The rotor and generator angular speeds drops to zero in Figure 6.46.
Figure 6.46: Resulting rotor and generator angular speeds under emergency
scenario
In parked scenario, the wind speed is given as in Figure 6.47. Blades are
parked to 90o by the pitch controller to decrease the generated power as in
Figure 6.48. The mechanical power decreases from 5000 W to zero value and
generated electrical power reduces from 1800 W to zero value.
Figure 6.47: Absolute values of Kaimal model wind speeds under parked
scenario
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Figure 6.48: Resulting mechanical and electrical powers under parked sce-
nario
The generated torque also decreases from 130 N.m to zero in Figure 6.49.
The pitch speed limit is 1 rpm until the blades are parked to 90o. Then, it
becomes zero since the pitch mechanism keeps the blade angle to 90o.
Figure 6.49: Resulting torque under parked scenario
When pitch angles are parked to 90o, rotor and generator shafts stop to
turn. Rotor and generator angular speeds are presented in Figure 6.51.
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Figure 6.50: Resulting pitch angle and pitch speed under parked scenario
Figure 6.51: Resulting rotor and generator angular speeds under parked
scenario
6.3 The results of the prototype turbine transient anal-
ysis in Matlab/Simulink environment
Kaimal wind speed model which is generated in S4WT using Turbsim, is
imported to Matlab model as an input for both operating regions. At the
partial load operating region, the wind speed is 7 m/s in Figure 6.52. Re-
sulting mechanical power is around 12000 W and torque is around 500 N.m
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in Figure 6.53. Figure 6.54 shows that generated active power tracks the ref-
erence active power. Generated active power is about 10 KW at the partial
load operating region. This result is expected since input wind speed does
not reach the nominal wind speed. The reactive power drops to zero as it
is desired. Rotor and generator speeds cannot reach the nominal values in
Figure 6.55.
Figure 6.52: Wind speed prole for partial load operating region
Figure 6.53: Resulting mechanical power and torque at the partial load op-
erating region
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Figure 6.54: The reference and generated active and reactive powers at the
partial load operating region
Figure 6.55: Rotor and generator angular speed at the partial load operating
region
At the full load operating region, wind speed is 11 m/s in Figure 6.56.
Resulting mechanical power is 600 KW and the generated torque reaches the
maximum value in Figure 6.53.
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Figure 6.56: Wind speed prole for full load operating region
Figure 6.57: Resulting mechanical power and torque at the full load operating
region
The generated active power reaches the nominal value of 500 KW at the
full load operating region in Figure 6.58 because the wind speed increases to
nominal value. The generated reactive power drops to zero as it is desired.
The rotor and generator speeds are presented in Figure 6.59. Both of them
reach the nominal values.
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Figure 6.58: The reference and generated active and reactive powers at the
full load operating region




7 Conclusion & Future Works
We have now presented modeling, control and simulation of a prototype
wind turbine in S4WT and Matlab/Simulink environments. The parameters
of the prototype wind turbine components (tower, bedplate, gearbox, blades,
rotor shaft, coupling shaft and generator) are used in simulations. Realistic
wind proles are created by using Kaimal spectrum in Turbsim. In S4WT
environment, the pitch controller is designed such that it consists of pitch
function and the PI controller with gain scheduling. PI starting time param-
eter is used for distinguishing how to control the pitch angle. S4WT torque
controller ensures that the wind turbine achieves the condition of optimum
tip speed ratio (TSR) by using the optimal mode gain parameter, Koptimal.
In Matlab/Simulink environment, proportional (P) controller is designed to
control pitch angles and the sliding mode controller is utilized to keep the
tip speed ratio. The pitch actuator mechanism changes slowly, so the torque
controller is also used at the full load operating regions under the power
production scenario in both environments.
First, S4WT simulations are done for a 2 MW wind turbine under power
production scenario in order to gure out S4WT environment. Power produc-
tion is the simplest scenario for wind turbine performance analysis and it is
implemented at both partial load and full load operating regions. A constant
wind speed in X direction is given as an input to 2 MW wind turbine model
which consists of simple components. After simple components are replaced
by standard components, parameters of the 500 KW prototype wind turbine
are assigned to this model. Dierent wind models are generated for 500 KW
prototype wind turbine. Constant wind speeds in three directions of X, Y
and Z are used under power production scenario. Also, simulations of the
prototype turbine are done during the grid loss connection and pitch stuck
faults using Kaimal wind speed model. Start-up, shut down, emergency and
parked scenarios are also simulated with dierent wind speeds of Kaimal
spectrum in S4WT. The performance analysis of the 500 KW prototype tur-
bine is also done in Matlab/Simulink environment using generated Kaimal
wind speed model in S4WT environment. Results are quite successful.
As a future work, modal and fatique analyzes can be performed under
dierent turbine scenarios. Wind models including Extreme Coherent Gust,
Extreme Direction Change, Extreme Coherent Gust with Direction Change,
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